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Recommendation for reading
School Principal Yukio Miyazaki

If children read…
1. They will greatly develop their language skills
When children read a book, they can increase their vocabulary and greatly
develop their general language skills.
2. They will increase their concentration and they can pick up words from
books
If children keep reading, their concentration abilities will increase. In
addition, it will develop their intellect. They will be able to write sentences
by themselves.
3. They will have a good imagination and sensibilities
When they read many books, they will be able to simulate a lot of
experiences in their minds. That would let them grow their imagination and sensibilities.
4. They will release stress.
It is said that only 6 minute reading can release two thirds of human stress. Moderate concentration
during reading has the effect of relaxing the reader.
5. They will get better at understanding other people’s feelings.
When they read, they recognize so many character’s feelings. If they keep reading, they can naturally
get an understanding of other people’s feelings.

Vice-Principal Koji Sato
In this confusing situation of COVID-19, we have started e-Learning quickly. Opening and
Entrance ceremony was held online. Teachers and staff are united and ensure students’
learning. In Japan, less than 5% of schools conduct e-Learning. The school principal gives
lessons from Kanagawa pref. where he currently stays, and vice-principal gives lessons from
Tokyo pref. We appreciate your understanding and cooperation in e-Learning.

Teaching with a document camera

A classroom where a teacher is giving classes

Online Ramadan meeting

Koinobori
～Carp streamers in the sky in Abu Dhabi～
Big Koinobori (carp streamers) are
hung up in the sky in the same way
as every May. It was not blue sky
and the school was quiet with no
student. But Koinobori parents and
children are flying energetically in
Mr.Janga always helps us.
the comfortable wind. We hope the
day we can see them together will come soon.
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【May】
Event

The picture on the right side was taken at
school at 5pm. The temperature reaches 40℃
even in the shade. Going out for exercises is
allowed now. Please be sure to prevent
COVID-19 and not exercise too hard!

Constitution day of Japan (Holiday)

Teachers' meeting
Disaster-preventive and safety guidance

e-Learning Troubleshooting
If you can't join the meeting (class), please try the
following steps below,

① Close Teams (sign out) and sign in again.
② Restart your device.
If not solved… → ③ Contact Ms.Alaa.
If you can't sign in Teams, Please call Ms.Alaa
and explain your situation. Teachers will follow
up the class which you missed due to the problem of
internet or device.

Please enjoy Iftar time…
Teachers' meeting

End of Ramadan
Eid Holiday
Eid Holiday
Eid Holiday

This year’s Ramadan will be different from what it
was before due to the COVID-19 outbreak. Make
sure to wash your hands and gargle regularly to
prevent COVID-19.
Ramadan Mubarak!

＜Events of June＞
3rd Teachers' meeting
17th Teachers' meeting
23rd Disaster-preventive and safety guidance

